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Abstract
After a population of laser-driven hot electrons traverses a limited thickness solid target, these electrons will encounter
the rear surface, creating TV/m fields that heavily influence the subsequent hot-electron propagation. Electrons that fail to
overcome the electrostatic potential reflux back into the target. Those electrons that do overcome the field will escape the
target. Here, using the particle-in-cell (PIC) code EPOCH and particle tracking of a large population of macro-particles,
we investigate the refluxing and escaping electron populations, as well as the magnitude, spatial and temporal evolution of
the rear surface electrostatic fields. The temperature of both the escaping and refluxing electrons is reduced by 30%–50%
when compared to the initial hot-electron temperature as a function of intensity between 1019 and 1021 W/cm2. Using
particle tracking we conclude that the highest energy internal hot electrons are guaranteed to escape up to a threshold
energy, below which only a small fraction are able to escape the target. We also examine the temporal characteristic of
energy changes of the refluxing and escaping electrons and show that the majority of the energy change is as a result of
the temporally evolving electric field that forms on the rear surface.
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1. Introduction
A high-intensity laser pulse interacting with a plasma
on the front surface of a solid target will generate a
population of hot electrons that propagates into the target.
The laser to electron conversion efficiency has been found
to scale as a function of intensity[1, 2]. The absorption
efficiency depends on numerous laser pulse and plasma
parameters, such as scale length of the preformed plasma[3, 4]
and focal spot size[5], each of which changes how the
laser energy is coupled to the electrons. The accelerated
electrons typically have a thermal/Maxwellian or relativistic
Maxwellian distribution of energies whose temperature
directly scales to the on-shot laser intensity[6–8], with
temperatures from ≈100 keV to several MeV for the highest
achievable intensities[9–14]. Magnetic fields and resistivity
changes caused by the high current of hot electrons as they
traverse the target influence their transport[15–17], resulting
in unstable behaviour such as filamentation.
The dynamics of these hot electrons as they travel through
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the target and reach the rear surface is of particular interest
as they can generate high-energy X-rays that can be used
for radiography[18] and drive the accelerating fields that
can create beams of protons through target normal sheath
acceleration (TNSA)[19]. As the electrons reach the rear
surface, they set up a charge separation between them and the
target. This charge separation between the electrons and the
rear surface will set up a very strong Debye sheath (≈TV/m)
capable of ionizing the rear surface. The potential drop
across this field restricts the escape of subsequent electrons,
and as such, most electrons fail to overcome this electrostatic
potential. They are then ‘reflected’ back into the target.
These electrons traverse the target again in the opposite
direction and can be reflected again in the fields at the target
front surface, and can thus reflux multiple times within the
target. These electrons are known as refluxing electrons.
The kinetic behaviour of electrons on the rear surface has
been analytically investigated by Grismayer et al.[20] in 1D.
The change in energy that the electron (1ε) experiences at
the rear surface sheath is given as
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where ε is the energy of the electron, mi and me are the
mass of the ion and electron, respectively, Z is the atomic
number/ionization state of the plasma and kB Te is the hot-
electron temperature of the plasma. This suggests that via
collisional interactions with the hot plasma on the rear
surface, electrons with energy greater than 3kB Te/2 will lose
energy, whereas those with less energy will gain energy.
Studies have shown that the refluxing electrons can in-
fluence the generation of accelerated protons on the rear
surface. Several papers have shown through experiment
and simulation that the maximum proton energy gener-
ated via the TNSA mechanism increases significantly as
the target thickness is reduced[21, 22]. Reducing the target
thickness substantially below that of the laser wavelength,
λL , can introduce additional acceleration mechanisms[23]
and result in relativistic self-induced transparency[24]; the
combination of which can lead to measured proton energies
near 100 MeV[25]. Mackinnon et al.[21] showed an increase
in proton energies that was suggested to be due to re-
acceleration of hot electrons as the laser pulse duration
is longer than the recirculation time through the target.
These re-accelerated electrons are then able to increase
the field strength on the rear surface as they return mul-
tiple times. This will create stronger electric fields that
drive the proton acceleration through the TNSA mechanism.
The mechanism of re-accelerating the refluxing electrons
was investigated experimentally and numerically by Gray
et al.[5], who showed empirically that the scaling of the laser
absorption drastically differs as a function of intensity when
the laser spot size or energy is varied. This was explained
by the refluxing electrons remaining in the influence of the
laser upon refluxing to the front surface when the laser focal
spot size is large, and therefore re-entering the influence of
the laser field to be accelerated again. If the focal spot is
small, such as at tight focus, the recirculating electrons do
not re-encounter the laser field, and therefore will not be re-
accelerated.
The number of reflux passes of the target that the elec-
trons undergo has been investigated by Quinn et al.[26]. An
experiment was conducted to monitor the flux and size of
the K-alpha-emitting region from a Cu target with a fixed
thickness. To increase the overall path of electrons as they
transit the target, a layer of CH was introduced to the rear
surface. The K-alpha X-ray signal emitted from the Cu target
decreases as the overall target thickness is increased, as
fewer electrons reflux through the Cu. Using modelling of
the electron transport and K-alpha emission cross-sections,
it was concluded that electrons with energies above 1 MeV
could reflux over ten times inside a 20 µm Cu target. This
was also more recently shown by Horny´ and Kilmo[27], who
conducted a similar experiment.
Refluxing electrons have also been shown to have an
effect on the X-ray source size. Quinn et al. were able to
show this using Cu K-alpha X-ray imaging, while Compant
La Fontaine et al.[28] studied the X-ray source size for
two different target thicknesses, 20 and 100 µm, using a
penumbral imaging detector, showing that the source size
increases by a factor of two for the thinner target. This was
likely due to the electrons being able to reflux through the
target for an increased number of times, which was modelled
using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. As the electrons
pass through the target, they spread laterally, causing the area
producing X-rays to increase. This was also shown recently
by Vyskocˇil et al.[29], who incorporated Bremsstrahlung into
PIC simulations to demonstrate that, for thin targets, the X-
ray production will spread out laterally due to the refluxing
of electrons. Armstrong et al.[30] were able to control the
overall X-ray source size by reducing the intensity on the
target by increasing the focal spot size, which reduced the
temperature of the electrons. This caused the electrons to
reflux less due to their lower energy, stop in the target earlier,
and therefore spread less throughout the target.
Upon reaching the rear surface, if the hot electrons over-
come the electrostatic forces at the rear surface of the target,
they will escape into free space; these are known as escaping
electrons. Link et al.[31] modelled (in 1D) the escaping elec-
trons by first assuming a temporally evolving hot-electron
distribution created from the laser. These electrons are then
tested to see whether they have enough energy to escape
the target, which is modelled as an ideal capacitor. This
model gives a basic insight into the temporally evolving
field on the rear surface that leads to the cooling of the
hot electrons upon escaping. Later in the same paper, they
showed similar results using 2D LSP PIC simulations. The
escaping electrons are often measured using electron spec-
trometers to determine the hot-electron temperature but, as
Link et al. showed, this might not be truly representative of
the internal electron population as the electron temperature
‘cools’ upon leaving the target. This cooling was calculated
to be as great as 30 % in some cases. This is much higher
than that shown by Grismayer et al.[20], which shows that the
temporally evolving electric field is more important than the
collisional plasma in the energy changes on the rear surface.
Here, using the PIC code EPOCH[32], we investigate the
temporal and spectral characteristics of the refluxing and
escaping electrons while also observing information about
the field strength at the rear of the target. We identify the
refluxing and escaping electron populations using particle
tracking and show that the temperature of each is lower
than that of the initial hot-electron population accelerated
by the laser. Using these tracking methods, we can tempo-
rally determine the energy of each population of electrons.
Finally, we also demonstrate that the changes in electron
energy are strongly related to the field by tracking the
electrons as they experience the field. Both the refluxing
(Section 4) and escaping (Section 5) electron populations are
discussed separately after sections describing the simulation
methodology (Section 2) and the analysis of the simulated
electric field (Section 3).
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2. Simulation methodology
The PIC code EPOCH was used to simulate a laser focusing
onto a planar solid target. The spatial size of the simulation
box was set to 120 µm × 100 µm (x and y respectively),
which was made up of 5500×5000 cells. This yields a spatial
resolution of 20 nm. The target thickness was set to 25 µm
with an atomic mass of 4. The electron density was set to 50
times the critical density. The particles per cell were set to 30.
The laser has a pulse duration full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of 175 fs and is incident at 0◦ with respect to
target normal with the target plane at x = 0. The laser
is entering the simulation at through the negative x plane
and propagating in the positive x direction. A pre-plasma
is also introduced at the front of the target to improve the
absorption/coupling of the laser energy into the hot electrons.
This pre-plasma has a short scale length of 2 µm, which
has been estimated previously using hydrodynamic codes
in earlier studies[33–35]. Typically, a long pre-plasma on the
front surface of the solid target is induced by a pre-pulse or
a secondary heating beam. Here we do not use a longer scale
length and instead simulate the interaction using a shorter
scale length that is typical of a high-contrast laser pulse
and/or the use of plasma optics[36].
EPOCH is capable of tracking macro-particles by assign-
ing a unique identifier to each macro-particle, and this has
been used previously to identify and analyse the dynam-
ics of hot electrons in laser–solid target simulations[37, 38].
However, often only a small subset (max 104) of selected
particles are used to perform the analysis. Here we intend
to analyse the dynamics of >106 macro-particles to gain a
better understanding of the bulk dynamics influencing the
hot-electron population.
The simulation was conducted multiple times for different
laser intensities, from 1019 to 1021 W/cm2, by varying the
laser energy and keeping the focal spot size constant. Only
electrons with kinetic energies greater than 0.25 MeV are
output from the simulation, with a temporal steps of 10 fs.
Additional simulations were conducted at 5 × 1019 W/cm2
and 5×1020 W/cm2 at lower temporal and spatial resolution
in order to gain more information about the electric fields.
Identifying the different electron distributions requires the
use of logical checks, such as if the electron has reached
the rear of the target with positive momentum. In particular,
the position check can be described as a boundary that
can be placed to identify the particles that pass it. The
unique particle ID of each macro-particle that meets the
criteria of passing any of the defined boundaries is recorded.
Afterwards, each EPOCH output from each time step is
analysed and the particle IDs of those that fulfil desired
criteria are stored. Then, their position, momentum and
kinetic energy are sorted temporally such that we can track
each electron throughout the simulation.
Before exploring the refluxing and escaping electrons
using the methods discussed above, we analyse the electric
Figure 1. The electric field in the x direction from the 1 × 1020 W/cm2
simulation and the middle of the target as a function of time. We see that the
fields peak at approximately 0.45 ps into the simulation. The dashed line
represents the fast component of the field that is caused by the relativistic
escaping electrons. The slower component, represented by the dotted line,
is the field associated with the TSNA mechanism.
fields generated on the rear surface that affect both popula-
tions of electrons.
3. Electric fields
As the laser was incident at 0◦ relative to the normal of
the target surface, the peak of the electric field appears
in the middle of the target, centred on the laser axis. To
visualize the temporally evolving electric field on the rear
surface we take a mean of the electric field at y = 0.
Using this, we can observe how the field expands into the
vacuum at the rear surface; this is shown in Figure 1 for
the 1 × 1020 W/cm2 simulation. There are two peak field
structures that are travelling at different velocities away from
the target. The dashed red line represents the fast field, which
is likely caused by relativistic electrons. This field is moving
away from the target at close to the speed of light c. The
slower field, represented by the red dotted line, is travelling
at ∼4.2 × 107 m/s. These fields are likely caused by a fast
escaping electron population and a slower plasma expansion,
respectively, which are discussed in detail in Section 5.
The peak of the electric field occurs at approximately
0.45 ps into the simulations; this is similar for all the sim-
ulations. The peak electric field scales with intensity, as
shown in Figure 2; this scaling is approximately Epeak ∝
I 0.5. This arises because the number of electrons accelerated
increases as a function of laser intensity, which is due to
both increased absorption of laser energy into electrons[2]
and the associated increase in laser energy with the laser
intensity for a fixed pulse duration. The time-integrated
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Figure 2. The simulated peak electric field as a function of incident laser
intensity. Inset, the peak electric field as a function of the number of
relativistic electrons.
number of hot electrons above 1 MeV that reach the rear of
the particle (using the boundaries discussed in later sections)
as a function of incident laser intensity is shown in Figure 2
inset. The number of hot electrons increases as a function
of laser intensity (Ne(>1 MeV) = I∼0.9). The number of hot
electrons as a function of the peak rear surface electric field
in Figure 2 inset demonstrates that they are directly related
to each other. These scale with Ne ∝ E∼1.8peak , which is close
to that which has been modelled analytically using plasma
expansion, Epeak ∝ √Ne[19, 39]. Figure 3 shows the internal
hot-electron temperature as a function of the peak electric
field.
These temporally evolving fields play an important role
in the electron dynamics, restricting some of them from
escaping and causing many to reflux. We have observed
higher laser intensities lead to higher electric fields. This
is primarily caused by the greater number of electrons due
to both the increased absorption and increased input laser
energy. We also expect the temperature of the hot-electron
population to increase with incident laser intensity[6, 7], caus-
ing a larger number of electrons to possess higher energy
and potentially enable them to escape the target. Next, we
investigate the refluxing electrons using the particle tracking
techniques discussed earlier.
4. Refluxing electrons
As stated previously, refluxing electrons are those that reach
the rear of target and, due to the electrostatic potential on the
rear surface, are reflected into it. To analyse this, a diagnostic
boundary is placed within the target. This is positioned
Figure 3. The internal hot-electron temperature (which is discussed further
in Section 4) as a function of the peak electric field.
2.5 µm from the rear surface, inside of the 25 µm target to
ensure that the monitored macro-particles are reaching the
rear surface. If a macro-particle passes this boundary initially
in the forward direction, and then at some time later in the
returning direction, it is counted as a refluxing electron. To
perform systematic analysis of these refluxing electrons, all
parameters, such as the time, position at which they passed
the boundary, and their energy are recorded. The time-
integrated spectra of the refluxing electrons, which are taken
as they pass by the boundary with negative x momentum,
are compared to the initial population of hot electrons.
The time-integrated spectra for the refluxing electrons and
initial hot electrons are shown in Figure 4 for the three
intensities of 1× 1019, 1× 1020, and 1× 1021 W/cm2. The
temperature of each spectrum is quoted in the legend. The
initial internal hot-electron temperature scales with intensity,
as expected. The temperature of the refluxing spectrum
for each simulation is noticeably lower than the initial
temperature. Assuming the plasma temperature is the same
as the hot-electron temperature, Equation (1) predicts that
for a plasma with Z = 1 the temperature should only reduce
by approximately 2%, whereas we see a temperature cooling
of up to ∼40%. As collisions were not included in our
simulation, the cooling must be caused by other processes.
Firstly, some electrons will escape the target, which will be
investigated later, and clearly will not be counted towards
the refluxing spectra. Secondly, some of the energy will go
into creating and driving the sheath fields and accelerating
protons.
With the particle tracking, we have the ability to analyse
each macro-particle. To analyse the cooling of the refluxing
electrons further, we can record the energy before and after
the electrons interact with the sheath. Figure 5(a) shows the
initial energy as a function of the energy after refluxing. The
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Figure 4. The internal and refluxing electron spectra for three different laser intensities. A simple Boltzmann fit was applied to the data and the temperature
determined.
Figure 5. (a) The initial energy of the electrons prior to refluxing plotted as a function of the refluxed energy. The red dotted line represents energy equality
before and after interacting with the sheath. (b) The energy difference of the refluxing electrons as a function of time. Some electrons gain energy. The largest
gains and loses are observed for electrons which reach the rear of the target at the peak of the electric field.
initial energy is defined as the energy that the electron has as
it passes the internal boundary. If an electron is to the right
of the red line, which represents the line of energy equality,
it has lost energy. The highest proportion of electrons are
in the low-energy regions. The majority of these electrons
experience little change in their energy; this is shown in
Figure 5(a), as the brightest region appears at low initial and
refluxed energy, and hence small energy changes. We also
see that some electrons are to the right of the dashed line,
which suggests although the overall population of electrons
has cooled (as seen in Figure 4), some electrons have gained
energy.
To show the temporal evolution of the electron energies,
the difference between the initial energy and refluxed energy
of each macro-particle is calculated and plotted as a function
of when they pass the boundary for the first time; this is
shown in Figure 5(b). One should note that the time plotted
is that of the electrons when they pass the boundary, which
is 2.5 µm from the rear surface. The vast majority of all the
electrons retain similar energy, as shown by Figure 5(b).
In order for an electron to lose or gain energy, it must do
work or work must be done upon it, respectively. In our case,
work is done to/by the electric field that the hot electrons
establish on the rear surface of the target. Similarly, the
electrons gain energy from work being done upon them by
the high-intensity laser on the front surface. The electrons
that gain or lose energy must experience a net change in
potential as they reflux (1U 6= 0). Therefore, the field must
change within the time frame of them being present on
the rear. From Figure 1 we see that the field is constantly
changing on the middle of the target. Each point on the
target will have a similar temporal and spatial evolution
that influences the electrons such that they can gain or lose
significant amounts of energy; although you would expect
the strongest fields in the middle of the target, where the
hot-electron density is highest. We would expect that for the
electrons to gain energy, the electric field would be stronger
upon refluxing and, for those that lose energy, the electric
field would be weaker. For the majority of electrons, the
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work done is approximately zero, as the majority retain
similar energies (1U ≈ 0), as we see in Figure 5(a). This
can be achieved when refluxing if the field has remained the
same during the time the electron takes to change direction.
The overall energy of the refluxing spectrum is ‘cooler’
than that of the initial spectrum; this is shown in Figure 4
explicitly, but also clear from Figure 5(b), as more electrons
are losing vast amounts of energy compared to those that
gain vast amounts. However, the majority clearly do retain
similar energies. From the 1 × 1020 W/cm2 simulation we
calculate that 61% of the refluxing electrons lose energy,
with this population losing an average of ∼0.23 MeV per
electron. Although, as stated previously and shown in Fig-
ure 5(a), most electrons retain similar energies; we calculate
almost 80% of the electrons gain or lose < 0.5 MeV.
Using the particle tracking and the output of the electric
fields, the field strength, position and energy of each electron
can be found. Using this we can show the conditions that
allow for the energy loss and energy gain scenarios. Figure 6
shows the kinetic energy of an electron and the electric field
that it experiences as a function of x position. The arrows
indicate the direction of travel, while the black dotted line
represents the rear surface of the target. The electron initially
exits the target and experiences a strong field that reduces
its kinetic energy to zero before accelerating it back into
the target. The accelerating field is noticeably weaker than
the field that de-accelerated it, resulting in a net energy loss
to the electron. Figure 7 shows an example of energy gain,
where an electron experiences a much stronger field upon
returning into the target, thus accelerated to higher velocities
due to the net change in potential. The changes in electric
field experienced by each electron in these cases are due to
the temporally evolving electric field, as shown in Figure 1.
An electron reaching the rear of the target will experience
the field present at that time. If the electron is outside or
in the region of the field for a significant time, the strength
of the electric field will change. This causes the previously
mentioned condition (1U 6= 0), allowing for energy gain or
loss.
Simulations at three different intensities were conducted
with outputs at high temporal resolution. We see similar
results to those shown in Figure 5. As can be expected,
the change in intensity does lead to changes that are largely
energy related, but some differences are caused by the effects
due to the field strength. From Figure 2 we see that the peak
electric field scales with intensity. This leads to a higher
energy loss and gain for higher intensities and a lower energy
loss and gain for lower intensities.
The refluxing electrons are those failing to overcome the
electric fields that are present on the rear surface of the
target and returning into the target. These represent 95% of
the initial accelerated hot-electron population, which agrees
with the capacitor model developed by Myatt et al.[40].
Therefore, the remaining 5% must either escape, be trapped
on the rear surface (this includes loss of all their energy or
Figure 6. The kinetic energy and electric field of a tracked electron as
a function of distance. The arrows depict the direction of travel for the
electron.
Figure 7. Similar to Figure 6, the kinetic energy and electric field of a
tracked electron as a function of distance. The break in the lines occurs
as the electron drops below the energy threshold set for the outputs.
never crossing the internal boundary again), or their energy
has reduced below the threshold of the outputs (<250 keV).
We next analyse the escaping electron population.
5. Escaping electrons
Intuitively, the escaping electrons are expected to be those
with the highest energy since, as stated before, they need
to overcome the electric fields. However, as the earliest
electrons reach the rear of the target, the electric field is
at a minimum. These electrons will also have low energy
in comparison to the average of the entire distribution, as
they were accelerated by the rising edge of the pulse. Some
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Figure 8. Internal and escaping electron spectra for three different laser intensities. Also plotted are the escaping electron spectra while those electrons are
still inside the target.
of these electrons should still be able to escape, as the
electric field is low and the energy threshold for escaping
will be lower. This is neatly explained by the capacitor model
demonstrated by Link et al.[31].
To analyse the escaping electrons, we use the same di-
agnostic boundary that is inside the target for the refluxing
electrons, and add a diagnostic boundary that is placed
outside the target. In this case, the second boundary is placed
at 60 µm in the simulation, or 35 µm from the rear surface
of the target. If an electron passes both of these boundaries
with positive x momentum, it can be considered an escaping
electron.
The spectra for the internal and escaping electrons for
intensities ranging from 1019 to 1021 W/cm2 are shown
in Figure 8. The temperatures of the spectrum are shown
in the legend. The temperature of escaping electrons also
experience a cooling compared to the internal hot-electron
temperature. This temperature cooling is greater than that
shown by Link et al.; however, this could be down to a
number of reasons. Firstly, the interaction of the laser on a
target is not included in the simulations conducted by Link
et al.; instead an idealized electron beam is utilized, which
will lead to differences between the results discussed here.
Secondly, the target conditions are different, as are the laser
conditions, particularly the pulse duration.
As we record the electrons internally and externally, we
can identify the escaping electrons when they are inside
the target. The energy that the escaping electrons had when
they first passed the internal boundary is shown in Figure 8.
Unsurprisingly, the electrons that are most likely to escape
across all the intensities are the ones that have the highest
initial energy. None of these high-energy internal electrons
retain their internal energy when they escape, which is shown
by the lack of the highest energies in the escaping electron
spectrum.
A map of the hot electrons with energies above 1 MeV and
outside the target four time steps is shown in Figures 9(a)–
9(d). From Figures 9(a) and 9(b), there is a population of
escaping electrons that ballistically escape the target at near
the speed of light; the front of these electrons is marked
with the dashed red line. At the later time steps, shown in
Figures 9(c) and 9(d), there are many more electrons leaving
the target. Also shown in Figure 10 are the rear surface
electric fields at the same time as the escaping electron
positions in Figure 9. Initially the field is strong but close to
the target (Figures 10(a) and 10(b)); if the electrons initially
overcome this they are likely to escape. At later times
(Figures 10(c) and 10(d)) the field is further away from the
target, which coincides with the expansion of the sheath and
the position of the electrons in Figures 9(c) and 9(d), and is
responsible for proton acceleration. The temporal evolution
of this field expansion is also shown earlier in Section 3 in
Figure 1.
Individually the sheath electrons are moving fast, as they
have energies greater than 1 MeV, but the population is
moving slowly. By the end of the simulation at 1 ps, the
‘front’ of the plasma electrons has reached 25 µm from the
rear surface. The electrons that are ‘trapped’ in the plasma
expansion oscillate within this region outside the target;
often travelling back and forth in the plasma with circular
and refluxing motions. This makes it difficult to measure
the true escaping energy of an individual electron, as it will
continuously change as the sheath expands.
The ballistic electrons, however, travel away from the
target at almost the speed of light and have left the simulation
by ≈ 500 fs. They can also be easily identified, as they
cross the external boundary early in comparison to the
sheath electrons. We can perform the same analysis as
was conducted on the refluxing electron population on the
ballistic electrons. To do this, we set the threshold for
reaching the external boundary at 650 fs in order to filter out
the sheath/plasma electrons.
Figure 11(a) shows the initial energy of the electrons
as a function of their individual escaping energy for the
1020 W/cm2 simulation. Similar to the refluxing analysis for
Figure 5, the red dotted line represents energy equality, with
energy loss occurring to the right and energy gain occurring
to the left. This shows that these electrons predominantly
lose energy leaving the target; very few retain the same
energy. The point where the internal-escaping electrons and
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Figure 9. Electron density maps of electrons with energies greater than 1 MeV at the rear of the target at four different time steps. (a) and (b) show the
‘ballistic’ electrons that escape the target. The red dotted line represents the front of these electrons, which is travelling at the speed of light. (c) and (d) are
taken at much later time in the simulation. At this time the rear surface sheath has begun to expand. This expansion is much slower, but contains much more
electrons than the ballistic escaping electrons.
Figure 10. Spatial maps of the electric field at the rear of the target at four time steps that coincide with those shown in Figure 9. Initially the electric field is
strong, (a) and (b), restricting the electrons from escaping. Those that do, escape ballistically, as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). At later times, (c) and (d),
the sheath field is expanding out of the rear of the target, allowing the plasma electrons to also expand.
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Figure 11. (a) The initial internal electron energy plotted against the ballistic escaping energy. All these electrons appear to lose energy upon leaving the
target. (b) The energy difference between the escaping electrons as a function of the time at which they pass the external boundary.
Figure 12. The kinetic energy and electric field in the x direction as
functions of position for an escaping electron. The electron is able to
overcome the field, and in doing so loses a significant portion of its energy.
the internal electrons are the same can be described as a
threshold energy where an electron is guaranteed to escape.
For the 1020 W/cm2 simulation in Figure 8, we see that
this threshold energy is approximately 22 MeV. The pink
dotted line of Figure 11(a) begins at ∼22 MeV. The energy
difference as a function of time at crossing the external
boundary is shown in Figure 11(b); the maximum energy
difference is again ∼22 MeV.
As we discussed in Section 4, the energy difference, in this
case energy loss, is due to the electric field. The escaping
electrons must overcome the additional electric field in order
to escape. As with the refluxing electrons, the kinetic energy
and field encountered for a single escaping electron have
been plotted in Figure 12. The electron is able to overcome
Figure 13. The change in energy of the escaping electrons as a function of
the integrated electric field in the x direction that each experiences between
the rear surface and the external boundary at 60 µm. The small population
of electrons that appears below the main distribution is the earliest electrons
that are part of the expanding plasma.
the field at the expense of its kinetic energy. The highest
amount of energy loss occurs when the field is peaked. As
the strength of the field reduces, so does the energy loss.
We can track the entire population of ballistically escaping
electrons and the summation of the longitudinal electric field
that they experience between the rear of the target and the
60 µm boundary. We compare this to the change in energy
that the electrons experience between the two diagnostic
boundaries in Figure 13. As expected, there is a strong
correlation between the field experienced and the energy
loss of the electron. The small population of electrons that
appears below the main bunch is the earliest plasma electrons
that have expanded past the boundary.
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As with the refluxing electrons, we also see similar trends
with the escaping electrons for the two other additional
intensity simulations we have conducted. The threshold
energy for all electrons to escape for the 1 × 1019 W/cm2
simulation is ∼8 MeV, lower than that for 1× 1020 W/cm2
and lower than the ∼65 MeV for 1 × 1021 W/cm2. This
threshold is growing as the peak field on the rear surface is
also increasing as a function of intensity (Figure 2), making
it more difficult for lower-energy electrons to overcome and
propagate into the vacuum.
As stated before, the so-called ballistic electrons only
make up a very small percentage of the population outside
the target. The majority of the electrons that are outside the
target at the end of the simulation are part of the plasma
expansion, as can be seen in Figure 9. The ballistic electrons
represent∼1% of the initial internal hot-electron population.
Experimentally, the measured escaping electrons represent
a much higher number; approaching 15% of the entire inci-
dent laser energy for certain conditions[41]. The difference
between the experimentally measured escaping electrons
and the ballistic escaping electrons analysed is likely due
to the vast number of plasma/sheath electrons. As stated
by Link et al., the plasma electrons away from the target
will contribute to a larger number of the measured escaping
electrons with low energies, which have little effect on the
target charging process that affects the refluxing and ballistic
electrons. Our simulations do not run for a sufficient time to
accurately determine the total number of escaping electrons
from this plasma, but from Figure 9 we can at least state they
are far more plentiful than the ballistic electrons.
6. Conclusions
We have simulated, using 2D PIC simulations and particle
tracking, the dynamics of the hot electrons and the two
created populations that form upon reaching the rear surface
of a solid target, the refluxing and escaping electrons. The
refluxing electrons, those that return into the target after
experiencing the fields on the rear surface, have been shown
on average to lose energy, resulting in a cooling of the
spectra. This is confirmed across three different intensities
from 1019 to 1021 W/cm2. However, individually a refluxing
electron can gain or lose energy, depending on the evolving
electric field that it experiences while refluxing. We have
shown this by observing the energy an electron possesses
upon passing a logical diagnostic in our target and recording
the energy and the time at which these transits happen. We
have also tracked the electric field that an individual electron
experiences. We present the case where the electron gains
or loses energy to show that the difference in the field is
responsible. However, the majority of electrons do not gain
or lose much energy at all, resulting in many returning almost
in an elastic reflection back into the target.
The escaping electron population analysed here is a so-
called ‘ballistic’ population of electrons, which leave the
target at near the speed of light. These electrons must
overcome the electrostatic potential that is set up on the rear
and, in doing so, lose a significant percentage of their initial
energy. As such, the escaping electrons are shown to be the
highest-energy electrons at any given time reaching the rear
of the target, as they have the capacity to overcome the field.
This was again demonstrated using particle tracking across
the initial internal boundary and second external boundary.
A time limit is set on the external boundary that allows us
to isolate the ‘ballistic’ electrons from the plasma electrons
that are shown to propagate away from the target at a much
slower speed but with much greater number.
The effects we observe here largely depend on the electric
field that is present on the rear surface of the target. To
fully understand the escaping electron dynamics at the rear
target surface, further studies will be required, examining
the effects of the surface morphology and contaminant layer
composition, as well as laser parameters such as the pulse
duration and focal spot size.
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